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1. I THINK WE'VE SOLVED THIS
   PROBLEM OF HOUSING COUPLES. Some of
   these guys want to join the Family
   and move in and live with some of
   our gals but we don't have room for
   them.

2. YET THE GIRLS STILL NEED TO BE
   BUSY AT THE COLONY and do their own
   work and FFing and so on. So we
   don't want the girls to move out
   from us onto the man's territory
   where they'd feel totally obligated
   to the man and be totally under his
   control in his apartment.

3. WE PRAYED DESPERATELY ABOUT
   THIS and finally hit on what I think
   is a possible solution in some cases
   --when we can't find a place big
   enough to take them into one of our
   Colonies

4. WE CAN RENT A ROOM OR SMALL
   APARTMENT NEAR A COLONY and the boy
   can pay half the rent. The girl pays
   -- that is, we pay -- half the rent and
   the boy pays half the rent. These
   fellows who have jobs can afford it.

5. THAT WAY THEY CAN SHARE, and
   she will feel more independent and
   the boy also won't feel quite so
   obligated as he too can feel a lit-
   tle more independent. He won't feel
   like he's a freeloader if he is pay-
   ing part of the way.

6. RENT EVEN JUST ONE ROOM OR A
   SMALL APARTMENT for these couples
   nearby. You can get one-room effici-
   ency apartments that have the beds
   in the living room that let down
   from the wall or whatever. Then
   there is a little kitchen and a lit-
   tle bathroom, just enough for two.

7. THEN WHEN THE BOY GOES TO WORK
   IN THE MORNING SHE CAN ALSO GO TO
   WORK AT THE LOCAL COLONY. He could
   drop her off or she could walk or
take a taxi. She should be put on
the Colony schedule just like some-
one who lives there and performs her
regular duties and is expected to
appear there at a certain hour every
morning.

8. HE COULD BUY THEIR BREAKFAST
   AND HIS OWN LUNCH FOOD, and they
   can eat dinner together at the
   Colony at night. That would bring
   him into the Colony fellowship
when he comes home at night from work, and that will give her a chance to work the whole day at the Colony. So what do you think of that? Does that sound like a good idea?

8. WE HAVEN'T WANTED TO PUT YOU GIRLS OUT IN THEIR APARTMENTS. Letting you go and live with them on their ground in their apartment would be making you too dependent and obligated to them.

9. YET WE ARE NOT ABLE TO BRING THEM IN TO OUR PRESENT PLACES because we just don't have any room, and also sometimes for security reasons. Even for fellas who might want to move in we just haven't got room. But also those that work out and have their own jobs, they don't like to feel totally obligated to us either, like they're freeloaders taking a free ride.

10. ALL THE MEN WHO ARE LIVING WITH US NOW ARE HELPING OUT IN SOME WAY. But since we haven't got space in any one of the Colonies' houses for more, we just got this idea that maybe this would be a good solution. Think and pray about it. It's just like you live together but each has your own job, yet can still enjoy Colony life, food and fellowship!—Amen?!—GBY!

11. REMEMBER!—YOU RENT THE APARTMENT!—Then let him pay you half the rent and food.—That way if there's any trouble, problem or he backslides, it's still your apartment and not his.—He leaves, not you!—And be sure to get back his key or change the lock! That way you control the situation—not he! You belong to the Lord— not him!—Amen?